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Based on macroscopic quantum coherence effects arising from pair tunneling and
flux quantization, a series of tricrystal esperiments have been designed and carried out
to probe the microscopic phase of the pair wavefunction in high-T, cuprate superconductors. By using a high-resolution scanning SQUID microscope, and the half-integer
flux quantum effect in various tricrystal geometrical configurations, we have proven
that the order parameter ’ in YBa2CusOr has nodes and lobes consistent with d-wave
but not with the g-wave pairing symmetry.
PACS. 74.60.Ge - Flux pinning; flux creep, and flux-line lattice dynamics
PACS. 74.72.Bk - Y-based compounds.

It has been almost ten years since ‘t he discovery of high-temperature superconductivity
in cuprates [1,2]. The mechanism responsible for HTS remains elusive. -4r-t. u n a m b i g u o u s
d e t e r m i n a t i o n of the pairing symmetry in this r!rew class of superconductors is crucial i n
improving this unsettling situation. Although a well-defined test of pairing symmetry does
not pin down a specific high-T, mechanism, it certainly can put a strong constraint on
possible theoretical models of the origin of high-temperature superconductivity.
In recent years, there have been numerous experiments (3-5) providing a large amount
of data for determining the symmetry of the order parameter in cuprates. Unfortunately,
these experiments are quite controversial. The experiments that support d-wave pairing
are about equal in number to those in favor of the s-wave symmetry. The cause of this
uncertainty stems mainly from the indirect nature of these symmetry tests and/or their
incapabability of measuring the phase of the pair wavefunction, i.e. the wavevector(k)dependent energy gap, A(k). For example, experimental techniques such as high-resolution
angle-resolved photo-emission spectroscopy and quasiparticle tunneling measurement can
measure the amplitude of the order parameter in the superconducting state (i.e. IA(k)])
but not its sign.
t Refereed version of the invited paper presented at the 1995 Taiwan International Conference o n
Superconductivity, August 8-I I, 1995, Hualien, Taiwan, R.O.C.
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Several rec(:nt. JJhase-sensltlve Pairing symmetry experiments have changed the situation and have yic.ldcd strong supporting evidence for d-wave pairing in YBazCusOT_s
(YBCO). W o 11m;l.n t! ul. [8] did the first of such phase-sensitive measurements by using the
method of pb-YI)(;O dc-SQUID interferometry as originally suggested by Sigrist and Rice
[g]. However, tj,(! rtanlts pf this experiment were highly controversial [lO,ll] and were crjticized for proh]cJrJS tiso-ted with SQUID asymmetry, certain geometical complications:
and vortex tra.ppirrfi* Nevertheless, the phase-sensitive experiments (12-171 that followed
prove convinciIifilY that the d-wave conclusion suggested by 1Trollman et al. [8] is correct.
In this I,rir:f z-tick, we describe the tricrystal experiments which are designed to
measure the p11;1-~~: (1 f @r wavefunctions and to test unambiguously the pairing symmetry in
copper_o>cid~ s,,t,,!r[:(,IJ(juStors. 7% details of the tricrgstal experiments have been described
elsewhere [ 12,1X] ;~.f~ti will not be repeated here.
The basic. itIc: of the tricrystd experiments is to obtain the microscopic phase information of ;1 l~;l.ir v;aveiunction in cuprate superconductors by making a combined use of
t\vo macrosrol)ic’ fjllh.rltum coherence measurements, i.e. pair tunneIing across a Josephson
junction (such ;ts it. grain boundary weak-link) and flux quantization in superconducting
rings, in partic1ll;I.r rirl,vs containing so-called ;;-junction. .A -,,-junction is a Josephson junction ivith a ncgi\.t.ivc: ‘[‘air tunneling current which leads to a phase shift of j; at the junction
interface. T],(!r(* tI;l.yr: heen several theoretical su ggestions [9.i9-221 as to the cause of the
;;_junction. of I,;,.r.t.icutar interest is the possibility that a z-junction can be made between
t\vo approprial(-t>* oriwted uncOnventionat superconductors such as heavy-fermjon syste‘ms
(191 a n d d\\a\(>
- : c.upr;Ltes (91 in which the energy gap function is supposed to have nodes
and lobes.
B a s e d 01, 1.11(: consideration of flux quantization [12] and free energy [9,19], it is
c o n c l u d e d tha.~ I.))(* ground state of a superconducting ring with an odd number of ;;junctions corrcst)o~~(ts to a doubly-degenerate state which is chakacterized by a spontaneous
magnetization of i 1/2@0, provided that the condition of ItL >> @o is satisfied, where @po
is the flux quiillt\lll\ ($0 = h/2e = 2.07 X 10-‘G cm ’) , 1, the critical current of the weakest
junction in t,hc rirlg, and L the self-inductance of the ring.
Since t]lc. sign of pair tunneling across a grain boundary junction as a function of
grain misorienl;rl.iotl is well-defined for a given pairin g symmctr>. [3.5], one can design a
series of su~,crc.utlc!lIcting cuprate rings with three deliberately oriented grains to probe
the symmetry of I IIC g&P parameter. Using the presence or absence of the half integer flus
quantum effect iI1 synch tricrystd systems, one can obtain the microscopic phase information
of the pair lVa\.l~ftlllc.lioli (i.e. the sign of the supercurrent I,) xvithout the need of measuring
the magnitude ul I.-, which is a complex, unknown function of grain orientation, arising from
the effects of di~nrdcr ilt the junction interface [23-261 (i.e. grain boundary) as well as the
angular depcndrrt(.( * of llie pairing interaction.
To rest I\IC 424 pairin g symmetry in cuprate superconductors? tricrystal ( 1 0 0 )
tjrTiOs substrate \vcrc designed, using the Sigrist-Rice formula for the angular tlcpence of
supercurrent /,<(f),. Oj) in the clean limit (perfectly smooth junction interface):
I,(o; .oj) s r0~28; COs28jsin Adij

(1)

and in the disorder limit (maximum allowable deviation in 8; and 8j for the case of a 4-fold
r o t a t i o n symmctr!.):
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(2)

where 0; and Bj are the angles of the crystallographic axes with respect to the junction
interface (Fig. 1) for a grain boundary junction between two superconductors i and j,
A4ij is the usual Josephson phase angle. The misorientation angles and the angle between
the grain boundary planes for the substrate design (121 shown in Fig. l(a) were chosen to
ensure that a superconducting cuprate ring, with d-wave pairing symmetry, centered at the
tricrystal meeting point, would have one or three K-junctions (the z-ring coniiguration),
regardless of the condition of the junction interface [Eqs. (1) and (2)].
On the other hand, the geometrical configuration for the substrate design [13] shown
in Fig. l ( b ) , [ b ased on Eqs. (1) and (2)]: was chosen to ensure that the product of the
signs of the supercurrents of the grain boundary junctions making up the 3-junction ring
is always positive (the O-ring geometry). As mentioned earlier, the considerations based
on flux quantization and free energy predict that the z-ring should exhibit the half-integer
flux quantum effect:

(3)

CD = &(n + 1/2)&-J
while_.the O-ring should show the conventional integer flux quantization:

I

0.030,

.

I
(a>

(b)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the substrate geometrical configurations (upper section) and the scanning
SQUID microscope images of the two tricrystal experiments: (a) r-ring geometry, and (b)
O-ring geometry based on d-wave pairing symmetry [Eqs. (1) and (2)].
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where n = 0, 1,2 . . . . . .
Rings (48 pm in inner diameter and 10 pm in width) of YBazCus07 were lithographically patterned from the epitaxial films (1200 Athick) deposited on the tricrystal substrate
as schematically shown in Fig. 1. In addition to the 3-junction ring at the tricrystal intersection point, three O-rings of the same dimensions, two on the grain boundaries and one
inside the grain, were also made as controls.
The magnetic flux quantum state of these rings were studied by employing a highresolution scanning SQUID microscope (SSM). The design and operation of the SSM have
beep described elsewhere (271. As shown in the lower section of Fig. 1: the SSM images of
the rings at 4.2 K and nominal zero magnetic field indicate clearly that only the 3-junction
x-ring exhibits spontaneous magnetization of half flux quantum. The calibration of the SSM
flux measurement is described elsewhere [12,13.18]. The fact that the half-f!ux quantum
effect is observed in the 3-junction s-ring, but not in the others as expected from Eqs. (1)
and (2), clearly shows the existence of nodes in the pair ivavefunction and represents a
strong evidence for d-wave pairing in YBa2Cus07.
It is worthwhile to mention that, due to the small interaction betn-een the SSM’S pickup loop and the ring [12], our tricrystal experiment is a truly non-in\-asive measurement
of the ground state of the rings. Trapped flux is not a problem because it can be spotted
directly by using OUT SSM if there is any in our sample.
By varying the grain misorientatjon and the angles betxveen rhe grain boundary
planes, \ve have carried out several tricrystal experiments to elucidate the nature of the
half-integer flux quantum effect. The main results of these tricrystal experiments are summarized as follows:
!
1. The SSM images shown in Figs. l(a) and l(b) h ave ruled out (13) any symmetryindependent mechanisms such as magnetic impurities [21]: and electron correlation
efiect [20] at the grain boundary as the cause of the observed T--junction effect.
2. The absence of the half-integer tlux quantum etfect in a g-\vave only tricrystal experiment with YBazCusOz, has ruled out (181 an even parity pair state with a g a p
varying as (co; k, + cos k,) or cos 48 (i.e. 8 nodes instead of 4 nodes as in the d-wave
case).
3. Using the d-wave tricrystal geometry as shoim in Fig. l(a) we have demonstrated
the half-integer flux quantum effect at the tricrystal meeting point in YBazCusO;
tricrystal disks, blanket films, rather than rings to ;how that the spontaneous magnetization of 1/2@c is a ground-state effect arising from a r-phase-shift due to a node
in the gap function and does not depend on the macroscopic sample configurations
1281.
4. The half-integer flux quantum effect has been observed (291 in high-T, one-layer tetragonal TlzBazCuOs+6 films deposited on a d-wave tricrystal (100) Sr Ti 0s substrate.
This result shows that, in addition to the YBazCusOr system, the gap symmetry in
this Tl-based cuprate superconductor is consistent’xvith that of a d,2+ pair state.
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This observation also suggests that elfects arising from the CuOz bi-layers, and the
‘C u-0 chains do not play any fundamental role in determining the pairing symmetry
in high-T, cuprate superconductors.
In summary, based on two macroscopic quantum coherence effects, i.e. pair tunneling
and flux quantization, in tricrystal superconducting systems, a series of tricrystal experiments have been designed and performed to umambiguously test the pairing symmetry
in cuprate superconductors. By using a high-resolution scanning SQUID microscope, we
have observed the half-integer flux quantum effect in both YBa2Cu207 and TlxBazCuOs+s
systems, providing strong evidence for a dz2_,,2 pairing symmetry. There are reasons and
some indirect evidence to believe that this d=z_ y’ symmetry holds true for all hole-doped
cuprate superconductors with optimized T,. However it remains to be demonstated whether
s or other types of symmetry exist in non-optimized hole-doped cuprates, electron-doped
caprates, and non-cuprate exotic superconductors such as Bal_,K,BiOs and RX2BzC.
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